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JUSTICE
There’s a lot of things you could do with this
You could start a fire
or read it
or act it
Or use it for notes like big notes and epic letters
That say things like “i am in love with you” or “i’ve always hated the shape of your eyebrows” and “i’m
sorry i was a dick when i was a child”
You could read it aloud to a lover
Or yell it at a horrible person
Or you could sing it
Which is all to say i don’t really care what you do with this.
I don’t know what it is.
I just know i keep seeing red over and over and over
Whenever the abortion ban is alive in my head
And it’s so often alive in my head
SB8.
Is it alive in your head?
Does it hurt you?
Does it swarm like bees behind your eyes
Is it like a pube in your yogurt
Does it disgust you?
It makes me want to smash mirrors
And slap frat boys
And mace pro-life protestors
And i’m not even a violent person
Is the thing
I’m not i’m so not
(and then I saw the leaked draft) (and i cried) (and the fury grew)
So i’m really worried this is how it ends
Abortion is gonna get fucked and i will have been feeling
Sad about covid and watching the office for the 40th time and trying new oat milk and then abortion is
gone
And i just feel like i will hate myself if that’s what happens
If i have a kid and they’re like why didn’t you do something and i’m like
I was Being An Artist and Oat Milk
And she’s gonna be like you were such a little bitch
And i’ll be like i know
it was really dumb i was really dumb
So i’m trying to do something
I am trying to be a wild woman
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